The concept of algebraic #-cones (alg-$ cones) in topological tensor-algebras E® [T] is introduced. It seems to be useful because the well-known cones such as the cone of positivity E®, the cone of reflection posilivity (Osterwalder-Schrader cone), and some cones of apositivity in QFT with an indefinite metric are examples of alg-# cones.
The motivation of the present investigations comes from axiomatic quantum field theory (QFT). Within the so-called nonlinear program of the algebraic approach to QFT there are considered several cones in tensor-algebras jE 1 ®. Such cones are the cone of positivity E®, [5] , [30] , the cone of reflection positivity (Osterwalder-Schrader cone), [25] , [29] , and the convex hull of both, [9] . Furthermore, indefinite inner product QFT and gauge field theories in local (renormalizable) gauges demand some positivity conditions that lead us to the investigation of the cone of a-positivity, [3] , [16] , [17] , [18] . As a generalization of all of these cones the concept of algebraic $-cones (alg-$ cones) is introduced (see Examples 2.4).
This series of two papers is devoted to a systematic investigation of the Communicated by H. Araki, June 26, 1991. 1991 Mathematics Subject Classifications: 46K05 * Universitat Leipzig, Fachb. Mathematik, Augustusplatz 10, D-0-7010 Leipzig, Germany structure of such cones. It is shown that these cones share some important properties which lead to some interesting applications such as i) characterization of normal topologies on tensor-algebras, ii) explicite description of the closed hull of alg-jf cones, iii) representation of alg-$ cones as the convex hull of their extremal rays, iv) extension of linear functionals to positive ones. It is worth mentioning that all the results apply also to the convex hull of finitely many alg-jf cones.
More precisely, the well-known results concerning the algebraic structure of E J (such as E& is a proper and generating cone for the hermitian part of E®, [32] ) extent to some families of alg-# cones. However, in order to prove deeper results, which are especially related to the topological structure of E 1 ®, the structure of the elements k of alg-jf cones has to be investigated in more detail. There are certain relations between the homogeneous components of such an element k. If one considers functionals which satisfy some special properties (Definition 3.1), then certain estimations between those homogeneous components are implied, see Theorem 3.3. This generalizes some results given in [23] .
Those estimations are the key for solving the above given problems !)••• iv). Concerning i), sufficient conditions are provided for locally convex (I.e.) topologies such that a given alg-# cone is normal (Theorem 4.2). It follows further that these conditions are also necessary for the normality of a wide and important class of I.e. topologies (Lemma 4.3, Corollary 4.4). This is a generalization of the known results for E$, see [10] , [11] , [28] , [7] . Problems ii), iii), iv) will be considered in the second paper of this series.
The pattern of the present paper is as follows. For the convenience of the reader, we will first recall, in Section 1, the for the further considerations needed definitions and facts from the theory of topological tensor-algebras. The definition of the class of alg-$ cones and some properties connecting the algebraic structure of E® with the semi-ordering defined by an alg-jf cone are given in Section 2, see Theorem 2.3a),--d). The aim of Section 3 is to prove explicite estimations between the homogeneous components of the elements of alg-# cones, see Theorem 3.3. Further, there are discussed some interesting examples such as positive linear functionals, e-and tr-semi-norms on tensoralgebras. The results of Section 3 are used, in Section 4, for a systematic investigation of the normality of alg-# cones and of the convex hull of such cones. § 1. Preliminaries
For the following let us be given a vector-space E over the field of complex numbers C, and let E n =E®E®-®E stand for the «-fold (algebraic) tensor product of E by itself, n^N. The tensoralgebra E® over the basic space E is then defined by
• (direct sum), i.e., the elements f£iE® are terminating sequences
. Further, /" will be called the n-th homogeneous component of/.
Defining componentwise algebraic operations ) where (1), (!') are based on the fact that /",/" =1=0 imply f n ®f m =t=0, [19, §9.6(4) ]. For any two I.e. topologies r, r', let r<r' and r^r' mean that r' is finer (stronger) than r and that r' is strictly finer than r, respectively.
Assume now that E[t]
is an I.e. space. On E n let us consider the class of I.e. topologies that are compatible (with the tensor product), see [19; §44.1] . Recall that for every compatible topology t n on E n , e n <t n <t n follow, where e n and t n denote the injective and inductive topology on E n9 respectively (n=2 9 3, 4, •••). Further let n n denote the projective topology on E n . Concerning the equivalence of some of these topologies e n9 n n and c n9 we refer to [12] . Let us further mention that the importance of the inductive topology for applications to axiomatic QFT was first discussed by J. Alcantara ([!]).
Let us be given E n [t n ] with £ n <t n <c n , n=2 9 is considered, where 5p(si)=^P( f i)) ^P( e o) == {?o°)}-Analogously, the I.e. to-pology TToo is introduced. It is straightforward to prove that the topologies £00, TToo do not depend on the choice of the ^-defining system ^5(O-Let us mention that £00 was introduced by G. Lassner in the case of the tensor-algebra S®, [20] .
f) For further investigations on regular tensor-algebras and of I.e. topologies that do not depend on the special choice of ^?(^) 3 we refer to [7] .
g) Note that the following order-relations between the topologies introduced above are valid:
For a characterization of some of the topological properties of the basicspace E [t] in terms of the equivalence of some of the topologies given in (4), we refer to [12] . § 2. Definition and Some Properties of a!g-# Cones
Let us be given a subspace^= 0^. As in the well-known theory of ^-algebras ( [24] ) the antilinear bijection |f implies a decomposition of E @ into a "real" and an "imaginary" part. More precisely, the following hold true. it follows that
b) If gmd(k)=2n and Grad(k)=2N are satisfied, then (T n ®T n ) (T N ®T N ) (k 2N )^Q hold for each T n^L \E n , C\ T N^L *(E N , C). c) If the assumptions of b) are satisfied, then there are T® T°NGL\E N , C) such that (T
Q n ®T°n) (k 2n )>0, (T°N®T°N) (k 2N )>0.
Remark, a) If k^ {F, %} has two decompositions
Noticing g (1) $F 5 (8') shows that k= S/ (y)l / (y)^{^ #} does not necessarily imply /<» e F for all y=1, 2, -, Af.
Some of the basic properties connecting the semi-ordering which is induced by an alg-# cone {F, $} with the algebraic structure of the vector space {F, $} -{F, %} are collected in the following theorem. Let us mention that in the case of <5® (see the following example a)) the assertions b) 5 c), e) of the following theorem are due to W. Wyss 9 [32]. Applying this procedure A:-times, one gets the existence of 04=/^e.F with
If fc>log 2 (m-ri), (11) implies a contradiction to b) follows readily from Lemma 2.2b) ? c). c)
yields the first assertion of c). The second is a consequence of
where it is used in (#) that h(F, $) is a (real) vector space. e) is a consequence of Lemma 2.2a). Using (12), (14) and (14'), it follows that Hence, the decomposition property is not satisfied. II) Using dim(F)>2, there are linearly independent g n , h a^Fn such that t=0 .
Setting a n =g tt +h n , b n =g n -h n , it follows that a!®fl,+«®6. = 2 fe«® £"+/** <8>/z B ) , a*a B e[0,2(^g s +^AJ]. Because of (15), (17) and (17'), it follows that Hence, the decomposition property is not satisfied. This completes the proof.
Examples 2.4. a) Cone ofpositivity E®. If "|f" coincides with the involution "*" given in § 1, then "#" satisfies (6), (6'), (7) . Hence, £& = {£$,*} is an involutive cone. Applying Theorem 2.3 and (7'), it follows that E^ is generating for h(E® 9 *) (i.e., h(E 9 , *)= JEJ -££). Further, E® is neither a filtrated set nor a lattice cone. Notice that # satisfies (6), (6'), (7) . It follows that ii)
iii) iv)
Furthermore, the assertions of Theorem 2.3b), e) do not apply to {3*,$}. {£?, ^} is also neither a filtrated set nor a lattice cone. Let us mention that {£?, $} is the cone of reflection positivity of the Eucli-dean approach to axiomatic QFT (e.g., see [25] , [29] -., n, y=0, 1, 2, 3, /i€=tf. Then, {£®, $} is the cone of a-positivity of the Gupta-Bleuler formulation of free QED, see [4] , [17] . Obviously, $ satisfies (6), (6'), (7), and thus {E@, $} is an involutive cone. Further, {E®, %} is generating for h(E 9 , %), Theorem 2.3b), e) apply to {E®, %}, and {£"0, |f} is neither a filtrated set nor a lattice cone. For further discussions of the concept of a-positivity we refer to [3] , [15] , [18] . Let us now state and prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 3.3. Let us be given an alg-$ cone {F, $} and a functional £ satisfying condition (A) with respect to {F,%} and a certain sequence (a> f .)r-o, fc> g ->0.
Further, let there be an element 2/ 
where (18), (19) Considering (24') instead of (23) , the further proof is analogously to that of a). The proof is completed.
Let us consider some examples of functional £ which satisfy condition (A). 
1=1
where the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is used, n, c) Let us be given a semi-norm /i-*^/,) on ^ such that £*!. Further, let the anti-linear bijection if satisfy (6), (6 7 ), (25) where (21), (26) 
Then, . If i) applies, then (34) yields the assertion to be shown. In case of ii), the inequalities i a yf ollow from (34) , (34' ). This completes the proof.
Let us mention that there are examples such that the equality signs apply to the estimations in the above given lemma. §4. On the Normality of a!g-$ Cones
This section is devoted to a systematic investigation of the normality of alg-# cones and of the convex hull of such cones in topological tensor-algebras EQ [T] . Recall that the concept of normality is a central one in the theory of semi-ordered topological vector-spaces (since it connects the semi-ordering induced by the cone under consideration with the topological structure of the underlying vector-space), and it has some interesting applications such as i) characterization of ^4O*-algebras ( [27] , [II] , [22] ), ii) decomposition of continuous linear functional into the difference of positive and continuous ones ( [26] , [33] ), iii) characterization of state-related ideals ( [34] , [14] ).
For a given alg-$ cone {F,$}, let us introduce conditions which prove to be sufficient for the normality of the cone under consideration. Concerning a very large class of I.e. topologies it will be shown that these conditions are also necessary for the normality of {F, $} . 
5a). ($$) is implied by
The following is aimed at a discussion of (BO and (B H ). It will be shown that for a large class of alg-Jf cones, (BO and (B H ) are also necessary for the normality of these cones. Furthermore, a special class of I.e. topologies will be distinguished such that (BO and (B H ) are even equivalent to the normality of the cones under consideration. Remark. The further assumption of Corolary 4.4 is satisfied for the topologies £ P , Xp, c p9 £", TToo, s®, TT®, t^9 which are given in (4).
Condition (B ui ) is discussed by the following lemma and the remark to it. It is shown that, in the case of a filtrated alg-$ cone {F, $} , there are I.e. topologies r on F® such that {F, $} is r-normal, and however, (B ui ) is not satisfied. Proof. Using Theorem 2.3a) and Lemma 2.1f) 5 there is an /zeJV* such that In the case of involutive cones let us construct some examples of normal topologies. For E® 9 normal topologies are also considered in [10] , [11] [22] , [28] , [33] . Example 4 8 Further, there is a P which satisfies (N) and fulfils e r>5oo =e 00 . Thus, {F. %} is foo-normal. The e ^-normality of ^5® was first shown in [22] . b) Let the antilinear bijection % be continuous on ^[^J and satisfy (25) . Arguing as above, it follows that every alg-$ cone {F, #} is e^-normal. c) If the a-topologies exist on E n (n=2, 3, •••), then all the considerations of the present example apply also to er-topologies.
Because e® is well-adapted to the structure of E& considered as an I.e. space, it is of interest to investigate whether or not a given alg-j| cone is s®-normal. In the case of <S®, this question was answered by G. Lassner in [22] .
The following considers E&. 
Proof. ii)==>i):
Assuming ii), £®=£oo follows from [12] . Then, i) is a con- Proof of (I). Recalling Example 3.4a) and Theorem 3.5b), it follows . Setting r n = l+A nx and using
